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social, and cultural forces that influenced the evolution of the Peruzzi 
company. His concluding chapter is a masterful summation of his argu- 
ment, which situates the super-companies in the larger history of the 
European economy. 

Gene Brucker 
University of California, Berkeley 

The Castilian Crisis of the Seventeenth Century: New Perspectives on the 
Economic and Social History of Seventeenth-Century Spain. Edited by I.A.A. 
Thompson and Bartolome Yun Casalilla (New York, Cambridge Uni- 
versity Press, 1994) 328 pp. $64.95 

This collection of recent studies of the social and economic history of 
early modern Castile draws attention to a significant, if neglected, 
subject-the domestic causes and consequences of the decline of Spain. 
Eschewing traditional explanations, like the collapse of the Indies trade 
and the expulsion of the Moriscos (Spanish Moors), the authors offer a 
wide range of alternative interpretations in their search for the reasons 
underlying the reversal of the impressive demographic and economic 
expansion that Castile had experienced during the sixteenth century. 

The consensus that the authors reach can be summarized as follows: 
(i) The pronounced demographic losses of the seventeenth century were 
less the product of catastrophic mortality than a response to changing 
patterns of population movement, including emigration to the New 
World and a falloff in rural migration to the cities; (2) urban areas were 
especially hard hit, as evidenced by the collapse of the formerly vibrant 
urban network centering around Segovia, Toledo, and Burgos (see Juan 
Eloy Gelabert's ambitious analysis of Castile's "deurbanization," along 
with Alberto Marcos Martin's detailed case study of Medina del Campo), 
and the dramatic decline of urban industry, illustrated by Jose Ignacio 
Fortea's excellent survey of cloth production in C6rdoba; (3) the sev- 
enteenth century initiated a long-term pattern of decline that widened 
the gap between the economic performance of the ever more "ruralized" 
and stagnant center as opposed to the more vital periphery, especially 
in the coastal areas; and (4) this period also saw the consolidation of a. 
social structure highly polarized between rich (the poderosos, as Enrique 
Llopis and others refer to them) and poor, in which the middle strata 
played an increasingly marginal role. 

There is much less agreement around how broadly and deeply the 
depression was felt, and whether Castile suffered a crisis as opposed to 
a contraction or readjustment of its productive forces, as Gonzalo Anes, 
in particular, argues. Moreover, although one can hardly question the 
negative impact of increased government spending, especially when the 
public sector was becoming more inefficient and wasteful, it is far from 
clear whether the bulk of taxation fell on cities as opposed to the 
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countryside. Some cities managed to shift this burden to their subject 
towns and villages, but many did not, as Felipe Ruiz Martin argues in 
a short but extremely lucid essay. (That feudal privileges, moreover, 
effectively protected vassals against the depradations of the royal fisc is 
one of many intriguing suggestions awaiting further research). Bar- 
tolome Yun's intelligent and well-balanced conclusion suggests that the 
answers to these and other questions might lie outside strictly economic 
history, and calls for more work to be done on institutional and political 
venues, as well as the "social history of the economy" (32I). 

Substituting detailed archival research for the discussions of gov- 
ernment policy that dominated earlier debates on the Spanish economy, 
and unobtrusively shunning the cliometric obsessions of many of their 
colleagues overseas, a new generation of Spanish historians has produced 
a clearly written and well-translated volume that will introduce to a 
wider reading public some of the debates taking place within an increas- 
ingly lively and cosmopolitan historiographic tradition. 

James S. Amelang 
Autonomous University of Madrid 

The Danish Revolution: An Ecohistorical Interpretation. By Thorkild Kjaer- 
gaard (trans. David Hohnen) (New York, Cambridge University Press, 
1994) 314 pp. $54.95 

This work is a radical revision of the understanding of the political- 
agrarian revolution that unfolded in Denmark at the end of the eight- 
eenth and beginning of the nineteenth centuries. The prevailing 
historiographical view sees the agrarian reforms (that is, the freehold 
legislation of 1769, the enclosure ordinance of 1781, the abolition of 
adscription in 1788, the Forest Reserve Act of I805, and the Village 
School Act of 1814) as the great turning points in Denmark's history, 
leading to accelerated development in the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries.1 By mideighteenth century, Denmark faced an ecological 
crisis from the combination of population growth, the clear felling of 
forests, sand drift, floods, acidification of the soil, and cattle disease. By 
the end of the century, the crisis was overcome by a green revolution 
that promoted drainage, marling, reclamation projects to counter sand 
drift, and the introduction of domesticated clover-altogether a series 
of coordinated activities that reversed the degradation of the countryside 
and restored nitrogen to the soil. Grain production doubled in the 
thirty-five years between 1770 and I805, while the cattle population 
increased by a third. The success of the green revolution, nonetheless, 

i For a synthesis of the mainstream interpretation of the agrarian reforms in Denmark, see 

Jerome Blum, The End of the Old Order in Rural Europe (Princeton, I978), 219-220, 267-271, 
312, 377, 385-386. 
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